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BK2121
Softcover, 124 pages
Sugg. Retail $21.95

BK2534
Hardcover, 128 pages
Sugg. Retail $24.95

BEAD CROCHET JEWELRY
Tips,Tools, and 15 Beautiful Projects
by Linda Lehman with Shelley Grant
....................................
Dedicated to the craft of bead crochet, this book
follows a thorough discussion of the yarns, hooks,
and beads used to make jewelry. Many helpful
pointers instruct how to start bead crocheting,
correct mistakes and create jewelry. In addition, a
fifteen project tutorial takes the reader from easy to
increasingly difficult projects, incorporating
different patterns and design techniques.

EASY BEADED KNITS
Fun and Fashionable Embellished
Designs for the Novice Knitter
by Jeanette Trotman
....................................
Novice knitters aren’t limited by their skills with the
fun and stylish projects featured in Easy Beaded
Knitting. Starting with knit and purl, and adding
beads and sequins, knitters can achieve beautiful
embellished designs for sweaters, scarves, throws
and bags. This book also covers essential skills,
including holding needles, working basic stitches
and shaping, with the use of illustrations and
extensive directions.

BK1861
Softcover, 48 pages
Sugg. Retail $18.95

BK2548
Softcover, 128 pages
Sugg. Retail $24.99

BK2547
Softcover, 128 pages
Sugg. Retail $24.99
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EASY BEADED CROCHET
Fun and Fashionable Embellished Designs
for the Novice Stitcher
by Carol Meldrum
....................................
Here’s a book that will allow you to combine your
love for beading and crocheting. Easy Beaded
Crochet offers experienced and novice crocheters
more than 20 stunning designs to create gorgeous
embellished garments and accessories. Each project
includes step-by-step illustrations and instructions, a
list of materials and equipment and tips on
handling special techniques. You’ll find a range of
versatile designs, including a delicate lace-effect
shawl using crystal seed beads and fine silk-mohair
yarn, a funky bag featuring bright beaded chevrons,
and an elegant vintage scarf.

/

BEADED CROCHET DESIGNS
by Ann Benson
....................................
It’s the newest thing in crafting, a hot mix of
crochet and beadwork. These more than 50 projects
for necklaces, earrings, and bracelets are all
marvelously easy to make, using only the most basic
stitches. Surround cabochons with a netting of
beaded crochet to form the Opal or Stone Pendant
Necklaces. The Pearl Frenzy necklace features
freshwater pearls threaded into a chain-stitched
design. For a matching set of jewels, try the Pretty
in Pink or Snake ensembles. Each project includes
color graphs and diagrams, and there’s plenty of
information on stringing techniques, selecting the
best fibers, combining different sizes and types of
beads, and extensive troubleshooting.

BK2120
Softcover, 150 pages
Sugg. Retail $21.95
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KNIT AND CROCHET WITH BEADS
by Lily M. Chin
....................................
Nationally known knitwear designer and author
Lily M. Chin introduces 23 original, fashion-savvy
designs for knitters and crocheters of all skill levels.
Features 16 techniques for knitting & crocheting
with beads; and 13 knitting & 10 crochet projects;
and methods for mixing techniques. Includes stepby-step instructions, detailed color illustrations and
color photos throughout.

/

A Beadwork® How-To Book
BEAD CROCHET
by Bethany Barry
....................................
Professional beader Bethany Barry shows you how
to combine a vibrant selection of seed and accent
beads with simple crochet techniques to create an
enticing cache of jewelry, accessories and sculptural
pieces. After mastering the basics, beaders of all skill
levels will find 12 exciting projects, including a
chunky cuff-style bracelet inspired by the night sky,
a versatile talisman necklace, classic spiral earrings, a
playful beaded collar, a bejeweled circle purse, and
more. A colorful gallery brimming with original
creations is sure to spark your imagination while
inspiring you to new heights of creative expression.

BK1213
Softcover, 36 pages
Sugg. Retail $12.99

BK2130
Softcover, 96 pages
Includes Bonus DVD
Sugg. Retail $21.95

c r o c h e t

BEAD KNITTED BAGS
10 Projects for Beaders & Knitters
by Julia S. Pretl
....................................
This book featured the historically rich technique of
bead knitting – a method of knitting beads directly
into stitches to create a dense but supple tapestrylike fabric, in the style of vintage or antique beaded
bags. With detailed instructions and sequenced
illustrations, the author provides clear, step-by-step
guidance, complemented by the 20 video tutorials
on the accompanying DVD. Each of the 10
projects contain a materials list, detailed knitting
instructions, and color-coded graphs of the entire
pattern or a repeating motif. Each project has a
unique strap, closure, or edging and the author
provides finishing suggestions and helpful hints
throughout the book.

b e a d

Design Originals
BEAD CROCHET BASICS
Beaded Bracelets, Necklaces, Jewelry and More!
by Mary Libby Neiman
....................................
In no time at all anyone can make an entire
wardrobe of beaded jewelry! The beautiful beaded
pieces explained in this book are so intricate
looking, one could imagine they were made by
artisan master beaders.
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Bead & Button Easy-Does-it Series
BEAD CROCHET
....................................
Learn to combine simple crochet and beading
techniques to make an assortment of unique
jewelry, accessories, and even a doll. Step-by-step
images and instructions show you how to make ten
great projects. An illustrated “Basics” section helps
beginners get started in this 16-page booklet.

BK743
Softcover, 16 pages
Sugg. Retail $7.95

Bead & Button Easy-Does-it Series
KNIT WITH BEADS
....................................
Seven great projects show how knitting and beading
can blend: spool-knitted wire and bead jewelry,
elegant purses highlighted with beaded fringes, and
more. Step-by-step instructions, illustrations, and
photos make beading and learning to knit simple!

t a t t i n g

BK620
Softcover, 16 pages
Sugg. Retail $7.95

BK621
Softcover, 19 pages
Sugg. Retail $7.95

BEAD KNITTED HANDBAGS 1
Comprehensive Instructions and Patterns for
Three Beaded Knitted Handbags
by Theresa Williams
....................................
This book from the “Beaded Bag Series” provides
the crafter with clear and concise instructions (with
color photographs and b&w illustrations) to make
three distinctly different beaded knitted handbags.
Basic knitting and sewing skills (casting on, basic
knit stitch, and binding off ) are all that are required
to make these bags. Instructions and diagrams are
also included to embellish the bags with ribbon
work and silk ribbon embroidery in addition to
suggestions on how to embellish the bags with
charms, buttons and other mementos. All stitches
are very easy and can be learned by any crafter.

BEAD KNITTED HANDBAGS 2
Comprehensive Instructions and Patterns for
Three Beaded Knitted Handbags
by Theresa Williams
....................................
This is the third book in Williams’ “Beaded Bag
Series”, in which she merges the artforms of bead
knitting, beadwork, embroidery, and ribbon work
in a new, exciting, and evolutionary way. She
provides detailed instructions in order to meet the
needs of various skill levels, while leaving avenues
open for creative exploration and discovery. Bag
designs include: “Classic Grace and Elegance”,
“Sandra’s Bag”, and “Out on a Whim”.

BK1086
Softcover, 48 pages
Sugg. Retail $11.95

BK1197
Softcover, 48 pages
Sugg. Retail $11.95

BK1198
Softcover, 56 pages
Sugg. Retail $11.95
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Bead & Button Easy-Does-it Series
CROCHET WITH BEADS
....................................
Fiber arts like knitting and crocheting are hotter
than ever—just like beading! In this booklet, six
gorgeous projects showcase various ways traditional
crocheted items can be enhanced with beads.
Readers will learn how to add beads to scarves,
crochet beaded necklaces, and more!

BEAD KNITTED PENDANT BAGS
Comprehensive Instructions and Patterns for
Two Beaded Knitted Pendant Bags
by Theresa Williams
....................................
The first book in the “Beaded Bag Series” provides
clear and concise instructions (with color
photographs and b&w illustrations) to make the
classic shell pendant bag (with two flap variations)
and a frame style pendant bag. Basic knitting skills
(casting on, basic knit stitch, and binding off ) are all
that are required to make these bags. Instructions and
diagrams are also included to embellish the bags with
ribbon work and silk ribbon embroidery in addition
to suggestions on how to embellish the bags with
charms, buttons and other mementos. All stitches are
very easy and can be learned by any crafter.

b e a d
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Bead & Button Easy-Does-it Series
CROCHET WITH BEADS II
....................................
This title picks up right where Crochet with Beads
left off, with another great assortment of crocheted
items enhanced by beads. Features projects ranging
from jewelry to belts that teach easy crochet stitches
and ways to add beads to them.
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BK615
Softcover, 19 pages
Sugg. Retail $7.95

BEAD KNITTED PENDANT BAGS ETC. 1
Comprehensive Instructions and Patterns for
Two Pendant Bags and One Handbag
by Theresa Williams
....................................
Bead Knitted Pendant Bags Etc. 1 is the fourth book
in the “Beaded Bag Series”. Includes complete
instructions and illustrations to create two pendant
bags and matching handbag.

BK1187
Softcover, 32 pages
Sugg. Retail $11.95
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BEAD KNITTED PENDANT BAGS ETC. 2
Comprehensive Instructions and Patterns for
Two Pendant Bags and One Handbag
by Theresa Williams
....................................
Provides instructions to make two pendant style
bags and one matching handbag.

BK1188
Softcover, 30 pages
Sugg. Retail $11.95

BEAD KNITTED PENDANT BAGS ETC. 3
Comprehensive Instructions and Patterns for
Two Pendant Bags and One Handbag
by Theresa Williams
....................................
Provides instructions to make two pendant style
bags and one matching handbag.

BK1189
Softcover, 28 pages
Sugg. Retail $11.95

KNITTING WITH BEADS
30 Beautiful Sweaters, Scarves, Hats & Gloves
by Jane Davis
....................................
Knit one and bead too: these patterns combine
two favorite crafts for breathtaking results. Thirty
gorgeous projects, shown in color photos and
accompanied by charts, offer a variety of styles,
colors, and materials. Every design simply begs
knitters to try out new techniques. Picture a lace
like scarf knit from angora yarn, accented with
delicate crystals. Enjoy an evening out dressed in a
black knit camisole, embellished with small metallic
beads and shimmery beaded fringe. See how a
simple, classic cable hat becomes something special
with sparkly beaded details. A beautiful autumn
shawl drips with bead fringing, and it’s super quick
to make. A basics section details several techniques
for incorporating beads into knitting, including
embroidery, fringe, and appliqué.

c r o c h e t
/
BK1540
Softcover, 96 pages
Sugg. Retail $14.95
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Knit with Beads
STUNNING SHAWLS AND WRAPS
Easy Techniques, 15 Beautiful Designs
by Scarlet Taylor
....................................
Plain knitted shawls often look like Granny made
them. Plain bead jewelry doesn’t keep a crafter warm
on a cool evening. But when two great crafts —
knitting and beading — are combined, the results are
fabulous! Large or small, faceted or polished, subtle
or vibrant, all kinds of beads can be worked into
knitted designs to add color, texture, sophistication,
and sparkle. The “Knit with Beads” series introduces
all the materials and supplies needed for knitting
with beads, along with simple illustrated instructions
for a range of techniques, including bead embroidery
and beaded fringe, beaded knitting, slipstitch
beading, stranded beading, hook beading, and bead
knitting. You’ll find 15 exciting patterns, with styles
ranging from classic to funky, from dressy to casual.
These wraps are easy enough for beginners, with
plenty of hand-holding and clear explanations, yet
sophisticated enough for anyone headed for the
office, dashing to a weekend brunch, or stepping out
for a night on the town.

BK2234
Softcover, 111 pages
Sugg. Retail $22.95
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BEAD CROCHET SNAKES
History & Technique
by Adele Rogers Recklies
....................................
A gold mine for beaders, scholars, and antique
collectors, this is the only book to offer an
extended, illustrated history of bead crochet snakes
as well as five patterns for beaders who want to
make their own snakes. It illustrates how these
beautiful, shiny serpents fit into the rich tradition of
bead crochet as practiced in Turkey and other parts
of the Ottoman Empire. This book also explains
how the snakes were constructed, the fascinating
story of snakes made by Turkish prisoners of war
during World War I, and the subsequent craze for
bead crochet snake jewelry. Patterns are provided for
a snake necklace, a rattlesnake necklace, two
matching bracelets, and a memory wire snake
bracelet. The projects will also teach beaders an
alternate stringing method, the bead single crochet
stitch, increasing and decreasing, crocheting on two
sides of a foundation chain, and two methods of
fastening on a new thread.

BK2377
Hardcover, 128 pages
Sugg. Retail $24.95
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BK1529
Softcover, 36 pages
Sugg. Retail $12.99

Design Originals
BEAD KNITTING
by Mary Libby Neiman
....................................
Knitting is a terrific craft. You can easily make
wearables and stunning jewelry. Interest in
knitting is spurred by new novelty and luxury
yarns as well as stylish patterns and kits. Knitting
with beads is a special branch for the love of
needlework. The stunning array of beads available
today allows you to make dozens of exquisite
pieces of jewelry and wonderful wearables that
sparkle. Includes 41 photographed projects and
26 sets of illustrated instructions.

JEWELRY WITH A HOOK
Crocheted Fiber Necklaces, Bracelets & More
by Terry Taylor
....................................
Two hot topics in one book – crochet and jewelry!
Here’s something special for crocheters who want to
go beyond hats and afghans, for jewelry makers and
beaders looking for new and adventurous ways to
create jewelry. The 40 projects come from the finest
contemporary crochet artists, and range from sleekly
modern to whimsical, starched to felted, and boldly
modern to daintily elegant. Create chunky rope
bracelets out of large cord or a beaded tapestry
pattern in a geometric cuff. Make a formidable
design statement with a head-turning choker
featuring a dragon and floral motifs. All the items
use familiar stitches, as well as unusual techniques
such as tapestry, Irish, and bead crochet, and some
incorporate chains, pendants, and earwires for a
finishing touch.

KNITTING WITH WIRE
by Nancie M. Wiseman
....................................
Knitting with wire is becoming wildly popular
among knitters as well as beadworkers, wireworkers,
and jewelry makers. The author has researched the
history of this unusual technique and developed,
through trial and error, the how-to’s for making your
own knitted projects with wire. Projects range from
the simple to the more complex and accompany
clear directions and illustrations. Complete
descriptions of tools and techniques, embellishing
with beads, and how to make findings and finishes
for your projects are also included. With only some
basic knitting skills you can create beautiful and
unique projects with wire including necklaces,
bracelets, baskets, beaded purses, and much more!

PATTERNS & GRAPHING FOR BEAD
CROCHET ROPES
by Judith Bertoglio-Giffin
....................................
Here’s a fantastic way to combine your love for
crochet and beads! This book features wonderful
patterns and projects for both novice and skilled bead
crocheters. There are thirty individual rope patterns,
five complete major projects, and many design
alternatives for many of the patterns. Filled with
concise instructions & well illustrated information.

BEAD CROCHET ROPES
by Judith Bertoglio-Giffin
....................................
The supple and sensuous bead crochet ropes, made
popular during the Victorian era, are once again
being recognized by beaders all over the world.
This wonderfully produced book, by Judith
Bertoglio-Griffin, offers step-by-step instructions
and helpful hints for 17 rope patterns and 6
complete projects. A beautifully photographed
gallery highlights the pieces.

BK1528
Softcover, 52 pages
Sugg. Retail $16.99

BK1667
Softcover, 96 pages
Sugg. Retail $16.95

BK2285
Softcover, 20 pages
Sugg. Retail $22.95

BK2117
Softcover, 20 pages
Sugg. Retail $21.95
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BK2558
Hardcover, 128 pages
Sugg. Retail $24.95

Design Originals
CROCHET WITH BEADS
Basic Steps and Innovative Techniques
by Hazel Shake
....................................
This attractive collection of necklaces and bracelets
includes designs and patterns for beginners to
intermediate skill levels. Includes ideas for making
interchangeable pendants, interesting ways to
eliminate the need for traditional clasp, and ways to
use those popular lampwork beads. The easy-to
follow instructions will have you creating your own
designer accessories in no time.

b e a d

c r o c h e t

TUBES
Crocheting with Beads II
by Kate Coburn
....................................
Learn to create wonderful tube bracelets using basic
crochet techniques. Seven specific projects and
techniques are taught. Comes with a resource page.
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BK1978
Softcover, 26 pages
Sugg. Retail $14.95

CROCHETED BEADED BAGS
by Margaret Snouffer
....................................
An introduction to bead crochet and instructions for
making a beaded bag with several variations. Stepby-step instructions, diagrams, and illustrations.

BK1203
Softcover, 38 pages
Sugg. Retail $11.95
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BK1725
Softcover, 128 pages
Sugg. Retail $19.95

BK1316
Softcover, 180 pages
Sugg. Retail $14.95

WIRE JEWELLERY
25 Crochet and Knit Wire Designs to Make
by Kate Pullen
....................................
This unique blend of jewelry-making and needlework will win fans of both crafts! Explore the
exquisite art of using wire, beads, and gemstones, in
combination with crochet and knitting, to create
unique earrings, necklaces, bracelets, pendants,
tiaras, and brooches. All 25 beautifully laid-out and
photographed projects require minimal equipment,
and they’re broken down by level so crafters can
confidently progress from a simple beaded crochet
chain to knitted chokers to an advanced flower hair
corsage. Best of all, dozens of images show endless
possibilities and variations, with alternative wires,
beads, and stones producing fantastic new and
different effects.

CROCHET JEWELRY
40 Beautiful and Unique Designs
by Waejong Kim and Anna Pulvermakher
....................................
Make head-turning jewelry using simple crochet
techniques with Crochet Jewelry, even if you’ve
never crocheted before! Learn to create the
intriguing crochet accessories reappearing in the
fashion world — with your own personalized
twist. Experiment with a range of materials, from
sumptuous ribbon and eyelash yarns to silver and
gold wire, and find out how to decorate finished
crocheted pieces with beads, crystals, ribbons,
feathers, embroidery, and silk flowers. All the core
techniques are demonstrated with step-by-step
photographs, from working basic stitches to
adding findings and finishings, and each design
includes a recipe of ingredients, suggested color
palette, and easy-to-follow instructions. Basic
stitches are reviewed, including chain stitch, single
and double crochet, increasing and decreasing,
how to crochet around a bead, making a necklace
closure, and putting components together.

/
t a t t i n g

BK1659
Softcover, 32 pages
Sugg. Retail $16.95

k n i t t i n g

THE LITTLE COIN PURSE
by Carol Devlin
....................................
Featuring a new and innovative marking design that
virtually eliminates counting every bead, speeds
your work and greatly enhances accuracy. You will
love it! Includes patterns for 12 beaded coin purses
with lovely color photos and pattern diagrams.

BK2325
Softcover, 128 pages
Sugg. Retail $24.95

/

CROCHET FOR BEADERS
18 Stunning Jewelry Projects
by Ruth Herring
....................................
Combine two of today’s hottest crafts – crochet and
beading – and make a fashion statement that’s truly
one of a kind! Start with very basic crochet stitches;
then use yarn or wire to create stunning jewelry
with a variety of beads. Choose from 18 unique
earrings, bracelets, necklaces, and rings. You’ll learn
techniques in a comprehensive “how-to” chapter
and the book features over 150 photos which guide
you step-by-step to success. Start with beginnerfriendly designs; then expand your skills and style
with more advanced stitch patterns.

BK1726
Softcover, 128 pages
Sugg. Retail $19.95

c r o c h e t

PARTY KNITS
by Melody Griffiths and Lesley Stanfield
....................................
Knit one of these fabulous patterns, and go party!
Match a satin skirt with the shimmering copper
top or a pretty summer dress with the frill-edge
bolero to make a terrific summer ensemble. Or
keep warm at a winter party without any loss of
style wearing the latest in shrugs, wraps, and gilets.
This great collection of 24 up-to-the-minute
patterns will allow you to go wild with bold and
bright colors or stay chic with black and white.
Making your own party pieces allows you to find
just the right shade of wool to coordinate with
your outfit. Includes patterns for accessories such
as corsages and bags.

b e a d

BK2068
Softcover, 96 pages
Sugg. Retail $21.95

PARTY CROCHET
by Sue Whiting
....................................
Crochet one of these fabulous patterns, and go
party! Match a satin skirt with the shimmering
copper top to make a terrific summer ensemble. Or
keep warm at a winter party without any loss of
style wearing the latest in shrugs, cardigans, boleros,
dressy tops, camisoles, sweaters, wraps, and coats.
This great new collection of 24 up-to-the-minute
patterns will allow you to go wild with bold and
bright colors or stay chic with black and white.
Making your own party pieces allows you to find
just the right shade of yarn to coordinate with your
outfit. Includes patterns for accessories such as hats
and bags.
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